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1 Problem and Motivation
A key aspect when implementing compilers, code generators, interpreters, type inference
engines, or theorem provers is the representation of data structures with names and
binders present in most if not all programming languages. Historically, binders in datastructures such as abstract syntax trees have been represented in a variety of ways,
mostly governed by software engineering concerns: whether the representation is eﬃcient,
reasonably simple to understand, and suﬃciently easy to manipulate without introducing
bugs by accident. Depending on the particular domain, diﬀerent representations were
used: e.g., de Bruijn indices when fast α-equivalence checking is important or unique
small integers when the ﬂexibility of moving code freely is a key concern.
Besides supporting clear and easy to maintain code, the growing interest in formal
methods has added a new concern: how can we establish and track properties of binders
and the code that manipulates them without obfuscating the development.
To this end, several systems have been developed with specialized support for binders,
either via libraries or as ﬁrst-class notions, to try and encapsulate as much as possible the common functionality of binders and prove their properties ideally once and
for all, or at least more easily. Currently, there are two main theoretical approaches:
supporting nominals, that is names as ﬁrst-class notions, in the language ([Pitts, 2003],
[Pouillard and Pottier, 2010]) and Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS) [Pfenning
and Elliott, 1988], which represents binders in the object level by re-using binders of
the meta-language, implemented by systems like Twelf [Pfenning and Schürmann, 1999],
Delphin[Poswolsky and Schürmann, 2009], and Beluga [Pientka and Dunﬁeld, 2010].
Over the past decade, we have made substantial progress in using sophisticated binder
support and manipulating HOAS representations to eﬀectively model proofs. However,
in programming languages such support for binders is at best spotty. In the case of
languages and libraries, techniques such as FreshML [Shinwell et al., 2003], folds or
catamorphisms [Washburn and Weirich, 2008], and Hobbits [Westbrook et al., 2011] all
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address the problem, but they either lack the formal guarantees, are complicated and
inconvenient to use, or do not scale to dependent types.
Beluga [Pientka, 2008, Pientka and Dunﬁeld, 2010] is a novel language speciﬁcally designed to manipulate data-structures with binders, providing all the usual operations we
know and love, such as seamless α-renaming and capture-avoiding substitution, cleanly
integrating them with dependent types. It starts with the logical framework LF [Harper
et al., 1993] which allows for HOAS representations and from where it gets its high-level
and clean semantics. LF objects together with their surrounding context in which they
are meaningful are then embedded into computations thereby lifting the usual limitations of HOAS which typically prevent us from accessing and comparing variables. We
call LF objects with their surrounding context contextual objects [Nanevski et al., 2008].
On the level of computations, Beluga provides recursion and a powerful pattern matching construct to analyze contextual objects. This makes it feasible to elegantly write
code transformations such as for example closure conversion and hoisting.
While the theory behind Beluga is well developed, it remains unclear how to implement
it eﬃciently and make its technology available in a realistic programming language. The
current Beluga implementation uses an interpreter that largely follows the theoretical
presentation. This allows us to explore the power of the language in small scale examples.
In order to make it into a practical programming language however, it is important to
be able to compile it into eﬃcient code. Eﬃciency of the compiled code depends mostly
on two diﬀerent aspects:
• How to represent binders and contexts: Experience in compilers indicates that the
best representation to use can depend on the particular binders. For example,
SML/NJ’s [Shao, 1997] internal representation uses names for variables bound in
the computation code, but de Bruijn indices for variables bound within types.
• How to implement pattern matching: Beluga’s patterns are powerful, and we use
a specialization of higher-order pattern uniﬁcation [Dowek et al., 1996, Abel and
Pientka, 2011], a decidable fragment of higher-order uniﬁcation, for pattern matching. But of course, we do not want to compile Beluga’s to a sequence of calls to
a generic higher-order pattern uniﬁcation function.

2 Background and Related Work
Pouillard and Pottier [2010] present a high-level, abstract representation for names and
contexts and then show how this abstract interface can simply be instantiate with a
choice of various concrete representations. We reuse a lot of their work but start from
an even higher-level representation.
Urban [2008] presents an Isabelle package that lets the user write proofs in terms of an
abstract notion of names, which are under the hood represented by plain ﬁrst order data.
Contrary to our work he does not worry about eﬃciency and instead focuses on proving
that the lower-level representation actually provides the expected semantic properties.
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Along the same lines, Felty and Momigliano [2012] provide a package that lets users
use HOAS in their speciﬁcations and proofs, and where the properties of those binders
are proved by relating them to some lower-level ﬁrst-order representation. But here
as well, the focus is on writing proofs rather than programs, so eﬃciency of the code
manipulated is a secondary concern.
Westbrook et al. [2011], Washburn and Weirich [2008], Shinwell et al. [2003] present
various ways to provide support for programming with data-structures that contain
binders within existing languages making them more practical than our work, but at
some signiﬁcant costs: they do not provide capture-avoiding substitution and do not
support dependent types, for example. As the interface and the implementation are
tightly integrated, it is more diﬃcult to change the implementation strategy.
Chlipala [2008] shows a similar, though more light-weight, eﬀort but within the context
of a proof assistant. It can support dependent types, but the concrete representation of
binders cannot be changed.

3 Approach and Uniqueness
In this research, we study how to compile contextual objects and contexts. The compilation is split into three parts:
1. A translation of code into an internal ﬁrst-order representation that we call FreshStyle , inspired by [Pouillard and Pottier, 2010]. The Fresh-Style representation
abstracts over the actual ﬁnal representation and provides an abstract interface
from which we can derive a concrete representation using names or de Bruijn
indices. This constitutes our intermediate representation. Our translation between
contextual objects and their corresponding Fresh-Style representation connects for
the ﬁrst time formally the gap between programming using the nominal approach
and programming using contextual objects.
2. We describe pattern-matching compilation that turns the statements in Beluga
programs into a decision tree as is usually done with ML patterns. In particular,
we extend ML-style pattern matching compilation to the more general case of
Beluga’s patterns, that can match on contexts, open terms, and λ-abstractions.
3. We show how to instantiate the abstract Fresh-Style representation to obtain a
concrete representation of the binders using names and de Bruijn indices.
Our compiler framework is implemented in OCaml. The internal representation of the
program in the prototype makes it easy to target a generic simply typed functional
language. At this point, the prototype generates JavaScript code. For more details,
consider the the joint publication with my advisors at the Programming Languages
meet Program Veriﬁcation workshop [Ferreira et al., 2013].
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4 Results and Contributions
As already mentioned, this resulted, so far, in a joint publication with my advisors Stefan
Monnier and Brigitte Pientka, presented earlier this year at the Programming Languages
meet Program Veriﬁcation workshop [Ferreira et al., 2013].
We have developed a generic framework for compiling contextual objects which can be
instantiated to yield compiled code using names and code using de Bruijn indices. This
opens up the possibility to choose the best representation depending on how binders are
used. A key aspect of our framework is the pattern matching compilation for contextual objects which allows matching under the λ-binder. Our framework also provides
for the ﬁrst time a connection between programming with HOAS as done in Beluga
and programming with nominal techniques. We believe our work is the ﬁrst step in
adding HOAS and contextual objects to existing programming languages and making
this sophisticated technology available to the ordinary programmer.
In the future, we plan to prove that our compilation scheme is faithful to the theory,
so that the meta-theoretical results developed for the theoretical foundation of Beluga
carry over to the code generated by our compiler. Furthermore, we plan to explore the
relation between the splitting trees used in pattern matching and those generated during
coverage checking [Dunﬁeld and Pientka, 2009, Schürmann and Pfenning, 2003].
We also plan to explore alternative compilation schemes such as targeting a functional
language that supports pattern matching (e.g. OCaml). This can be done by translating contextual objects to linear higher-order patterns [Pientka and Pfenning, 2003] and
reusing the pattern matching algorithm of the target language together with guards enforcing higher-order constraints. This would decouple the aspects of compiling patterns
with binders and eﬃciently compiling simple patterns.
Finally, we aim to improve the concrete low-level representations with the optimizations used in typical hand-implementations, such as explicit substitutions [Nadathur and
Qi, 2003] or hash-consing [Shao et al., 1998]. Many optimizations can also be done in
the Fresh-Style representation, which makes them available to all the back-ends. Last
but not least, we plan to investigate how to combine and choose various concrete representations, such that some binders can use one representations while others can use
another depending on which operations are most often used on them.
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